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WASTE MATERIALS 

  
Reference   Bright Ideas Student’s Book 6   
 
Type of Resource  Worksheet / Extension  
 
Skill    Handling data 

Measuring mass 
Recording 

 
Prior Knowledge   How to use a balance (scales) to measure mass 

Resources Copies of the worksheet; kitchen balance (scales); melon, newspaper, 
empty food can, empty coffee jar, empty plastic bottle 
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NAME             DATE 

 
WASTE MATERIALS 

 
This table lists the waste materials thrown away by a family each week.  
 

material weight equal to actual weight per week weight per year 

metal 20 food tins   
glass 12 coffee jars   

plastic 30 soft drink bottles   
paper 15 newspapers   
food waste 8 melons   

 TOTALS   
 
 
Answer these questions. 
 
1.  How many “tins worth” of metal does the family throw away in a month?   _______ 
 
 
2.  How many “newspapers worth” of paper does the family throw away in a month?   _______ 
 
 
3.  How many “soft drink bottles worth” of plastic does the family throw away every three months?  
 
     ____________ 
 
 
Use a balance to measure the weights of newspapers, melons, empty food tins, glass jars and plastic  
bottles.  Calculate the actual weights of the materials thrown away each week by the family.  Fill in the 
3rd column on the table. 
 
 
Calculate the weight of waste material the family throws away each year just from these items.  
Complete the fourth column of the table. 
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Answers 
 
1.  The family throws away 4 × 20 = 80 “tins worth” of metal each month. 
 
2.  The family throws away 4 × 15 = 60 “newspapers worth” of paper each month. 
 
3.  The family throws away 3 × 4 × 30 = 360 “soft drink bottles worth” of plastic each month. 
 
Typical weights are listed in the table below (but encourage children to make their own 
measurements): 
 

item weight 

food tin 75 g 
coffee jar 300 g 
soft drink bottle 50 g 
newspaper 200 g 

small melon 1 kg 
 
With these weights the completed table is as below. 
 

material weight equal to actual weight per week weight per year 

metal 20 food tins 1.5 kg 78 kg 
glass 12 coffee jars 3.6 kg 187 kg 
plastic 30 soft drink bottles 1.5 kg 78 kg 
paper 15 newspapers 3 kg 156 kg 

food waste 8 small melons 8 kg 416 kg 
 TOTALS 17.6 kg 915 kg 

 
 


